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Indicates that the speaker is unable to speak the English language
I don't speak English - Wiktionary
Pashto (/ Ëˆ p ÊŒ Êƒ t oÊŠ /, rarely / Ëˆ p Ã¦ Êƒ t oÊŠ /, Pashto: Ù¾ÚšØªÙˆ â€Ž PaxÌŒtÅ• [ËˆpÉ™Ê‚tÌªoË•]),
sometimes spelled Pukhto, is the language of the Pashtuns.It is known in Persian literature as AfghÄ•ni
(Ø§Ù•ØºØ§Ù†ÛŒ) and in Urdu and Hindi literature as Paá¹-hÄ•nÄ«. Speakers of the language are called
Pashtuns or Pakhtuns and sometimes Afghans or Pathans. It is an Eastern Iranian ...
Pashto - Wikipedia
Urdu (/ Ëˆ ÊŠÉ™r d uË• /; Urdu: Ø§Ù•Ø±Ø¯Ù•Ùˆ â€¬ â€Ž ALA-LC: UrdÅ« ())â€”or, more precisely, Modern
Standard Urduâ€”is a Persianised standard register of the Hindustani language. It is the official national
language and lingua franca of Pakistan.In India, it is one of the 22 official languages recognized in the
Constitution of India, having official status in the six states of Jammu and ...
Urdu - Wikipedia
(ambiguous) there is a storm at sea: mare ventorum vi agitatur et turbatur (ambiguous) the Mediterranean
Sea: mare medium or internum (ambiguous) the town lies near the sea: oppidum mari adiacet (ambiguous) a
promontory juts out into the sea: promunturium in mare procurrit (ambiguous) a peninsula projects into the
sea: paeninsula in mare excurrit, procurrit
mare - Wiktionary
â€¢ Fixed an issue that prevented the Clear Translation History button from functioning. â€¢ Take a picture to
translate more languages: Arabic, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Nepali, Punjabi,
Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Vietnamese. Google Translate is now a form of augmented ...
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